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Jumping Frog Entertainment To Represent Award Winning MP-Studio, Projection Mapping
JumpingFrogEntertainent.Com has partnered with MP-Studio.Eu, winners of the Berlin Festival Of Lights,
for projection mapping. Together they'll be creating compelling video mapping experiences, both outdoors
and indoors for all types of events
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif. - Feb. 4, 2019 - PRLog -- Los Angeles, Calif. - 2018 -- Jumping Frog
Entertainment LLC, founder, Cliff Dew, with headquarters in Westlake Village, CA, is happy to announce
its partnership with Marin Petkov, CEO of MP-Studio, HQ in Bulgaria. Having won the "Festival of
Lights" twice, first in 2015 and again last October, they are considered one of the premiere video mapping
companies in the world.
Founded in 2008, MP-Studio Ltd. is a cutting edge visual effects company specializing in 3D Projection
Mapping and visual arts for festivals, cultural events, celebrations, live shows, advertising, and
conventions. They are pioneers in 3D Projection Mapping having created astounding visual spectacles all
over the world including; Germany, France, Belgium, Austria, Bulgaria, Kuwait, Dubai, Qatar, the
Netherlands and many more.
Their international experience coupled with their highly skilled team of creatives and engineers, combined
with the latest technologies, is a testament to the vast array of installations they've produced globally. From
pre-production concepts to final delivery they offer clients creative solutions, where make-believe becomes
believable.
"It took me about two years to find the company I wanted to partner with, says Cliff Dew. Anybody can
project video on a wall but what sets Marin and his team apart from all the others is that they meticulously
explore what the architecture's facade can bring to the experience. With laser scanning and compelling
storytelling, they can actually make it appear as if the building itself is living and breathing. It does not
matter whether it's an interior or exterior surface. When I saw their grand prize winning entree at the
Festival of Lights in Berlin last October, that's who I went after."
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQ_gddbfgok
"When Cliff contacted us, the timing could not have been better because we had been looking for ways to
penetrate the United States Market, recalls Marin. So, after a few get acquainted calls and seeing that Cliff
and his team already produce very good 3D animation, and they knew and understood production it was the
perfect fit for us. An I agree with what Cliff believes about the fantastic opportunities that are available in
the U.S. Projecting mapping can be seen all over Europe but not so much in America. From new
advertising venues to museums, to events, there are limitless possibilities."
Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=17&v=4ucO...
Cliff agrees with Marin..."This day in time people think they've seen it all, which makes it practically
impossible to capture their attention. Well, MP- STUDIO delivers mind-blowing visuals that demand you
stop and stare!
You can create tremendous buzz around your marketing campaigns. Companies are beginning to
understand the potential rewards of telling their brand stories on magnificent architectural facades. Using
these massive structures as a canvas to create compelling, uber-engaging content is the "WOW" to
delivering a truly immersive crowd experience. The impact always exceeds the event! Audiences binge on
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it, they share it, they talk and post about it!'
Contact
Cliff Dew, Jumping Frog Entertainment
***@jumpingfrogentertainment.com
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Jumping Frog Entertainment LLC
Westlake Village
California
United States
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